Ceiling Shadowless Operating Lamp

Ceiling Shadowless Operating Lamp Model: SCLH - 7

Salient Features:

- Cold Dichroic Parabolic Glass Reflector
- Infrared Absorption Front Flat Glass Filter
- Special Diffuser
- Low Voltage Quartz Halogen Bulb 24V 50 W
- Spring Balanced System
- Aluminum Lamp head having parabolic curvature
- Unique Sterilizable Handle for Focusing
- Low voltage supply unit

Technical Data:

- Lamphead: 710 mm dia
- Light Intensity: 125,000 Lux
- Power Requirement: 350 W
- Action Radius: 1,400 mm
- Colour Temperature: 4200°K
- Average Life for Halogen Bulb: 2,000 working hrs